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An Analysis of the Block Structure
of Certain Subclasses of jqq -Inner Functions
B. Fritzsche, B. Kfrstein and K. Muller

Abstract. This paper is aimed at characterizing distinguished subclasses of jqq -inner functions
in terms of connected pairs of matrix-valued Hardy class functions. Moreover, an inverse
problem for a given pair of matrix-valued Carathéodory functions is discussed.
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0. Introduction
The study of the class of jpq -inner functions has been emphasized by several matricial
generalizations of classical interpolation problems of Schur-Nevanlinna-Pick type. This
is caused by the fact that the set of solutions of such interpolation problems can be
parametrized with the aid of linear fractional transformations the generating matrixvalued functions of which are j pq -inner functions appropriately constructed from the
given data (see, e.g., [3, 10, 121 and the references cited). The converse question of
constructing interpolation problems such that their solution set can be parametrized
by a given jpg -inner function in the way described above was studied in [3, 7] . Inverse
problems for j pq -inner functions with prescribed block information were treated in [2, 4
- 6).
In [15] we introduced the so-called ADD-parametrization of )qq-inner functions
which was initiated by former work of Arov [2) and Dewilde and Dym [8, 91. The first
goal of this paper is to characterize distinguished subclasses of j qq-innerfunctions in
terms of the ADD-parameters. It will turn out that the membership of a given jpq-inner
function to the Smirnov class (respectively, inverse Smirnov class) depends only on the
connected pair for matrix-valued Hardy class functions, whereas the remaining part of
the ADD-parametrization, namely the associated singular matrix-valued Caratheodory
function, has no influence on this membership. Furthermore, we will study the following question: Let c1 1 and Q2 be pseudocontinuable q x q Carathéodory functions of
finite entropy. Does there exist a j pq-inner function W belonging to the Smirnov class
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(respectively, inverse Smirnov class) such that
Carathéodory functions generated by W?

Q,

and Q2 are the left and right q x q

1. Some preliminaries and notations

Let us start with some notations. Throughout this paper, let p and q be positive integers.
We will use C to denote the set of complex numbers. Further, let
D := {z € C: Izi < 1),

•lI' := {z E C: Izi =

Co:=CU{cx},

E:=Co\(DUT).

The linear Lebesgue-Borel measure on the unit circle T will be denoted by A. For
€ (0, ), let £ t (T) be the set of all Borel measurable functions f: T -* C for which
If V is integrable with respect to A on T. If 3E is a non-empty set, then Xplq stands
for the set of p x q matrices each entry of which belongs to X. The null matrix which
belongs to CPX9 and the identity matrix that belongs to qxq will be denoted by °pxq
and 'q, respectively. If the size of the identity matrix is clear, then we will omit the
index. We will use the Löwner semi-ordering in the set Hqxg of all Hermitian q x q
complex matrices, i.e., if A E Hqxq and B € Hqxq are such that A - B is non-negative
Hermitian, then we will write A > B or B A. If A € Cqxq, then Re stands for the
real part of A.
We will work with several classes of holomorphic or meromorphic matrix-valued
functions. If G is a simply connected domain of the extended complex plane Co, then
HM(G) stands for the Nevamlinna class of all complex-valued functions which are
meromorphic in G and which can be represented as quotient of two bounded holomorphic
functions in G. If g € AIM(D) (respectively, g € AIM(E)), then there exist a Borelian
subset B 0 of T with .X(B 0 ) = 0 and a Borel measurable function g: T - C such that
lim g(rz) = g(z)

r-.I-O

-

(respectively, urn g(rz) = g(z))
r-1+0

-

for all z € T \ B0 . We will continue to use the notation g to designate a radial
boundary function of a function g which belongs to [NM(]D)JP X or [A1M(E)jPx. If
g € [HM(D) P , then one says that g
admits a pseudocontinuation (into E) if there
exists a function g# € [NM(E)PI such that the radial boundary values g of g and
g# of g#, respectively, coincide i-almost everywhere on T. If X is a non-empty subset
of Co, and if f : 3C -p
is given, then let the function f.: X -p qxP be defined by X := {z € Co : 1/1 € X} and f(z)
tf(1/)]*. Observe that if f belongs to
[VM(fl3)PX (respectively, [A(M(iE)]Px),
then f belongs to [(M(iE)JxP (respectively,
[rM(ll)]xP), and is a radial boundary function off. We will work with a particular
subclass of .AIM(ll)), namely with the so-called Smirnov class AI+(D). It consists of all
holornorphic functions g which belong to AIM(113) and for which the equality
Q

I

log ig(z)L(dz) = sup --log Ig(rz)(dz)
--27r JT
rEl0,1) 27r j.j.

(1)
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holds true, where log+ x := max(log x, 0) for each x E [0, oo). Note that the Hardy
classes H t (D) , i E (0,00), are subsets of the Smirnov class M+ (D). On the other hand,
the class Sp)lq(D) of all p x q Schur functions is a subclass of H°°(D). A function f
fi) (pxq is called p x q Schur function if f is holomorphic in 11) and if I > f(z)[f(z))
for each z E D. If a q x q Schur function has unitary radial boundary values s-almost
everywhere on T, then it is said to be inner. A p x q Schur function f is called strictly
contractive if 4, - f(z)[f(z)] is positive Hermitian for each z E D. If f and g are inner
q x q Schur functions, then f is called a left (respectively, right) inner divisor of g if
I 'g (respectively, gf') is an inner function.
Let f E [A(M(D)]Px. Then an inner function B that belongs to S(D) (respectively, Sqxq(D)) is said to be a left (respectively, right) denominator of f if Bf
(respectively, I B) belongs to [(())P'. The concept of left and right denominators
was created by Arov [1] during his investigations on Darlington synthesis. In particular,
he developed a minimality concept. A left (respectively, right) denominator B V of f
is said to be smallest if, for every left (respectively, right) denominator B of jr, there
exists an inner function U which belongs to S(D) (respectively, Sqxq(D)) such that
B = UBv (respectively, B = BvU). Arov [1: Lemma 5.11 proved that every function
which belongs to [M(113)]Px q has smallest left as well as smallest right denominators.
Note that the set Cq (ll3)) of all q x q Carathéodory functions, i.e., the set of all
functions Q : D -i C' which are holomorphic in 11) and which satisfy Re1(z) > 0
for all z E D, is a subset of [jV(D))x (see [13: Corollary 2)). If g : D -- C admits a
representation
g(w) = a.exp{_jZ
logk(z)A(dz)}
(2)
for all w E 11) where a is some number which belongs to T and where k : T -* [0, oo)
is some Borel measurable function which satisfies

ifjI

log kld< 00,

then g necessary belongs to A(+(113). Such functions g are called outer. A function
:I) e [.IV+(D))q'q is said to be outer (in [Ar(D)]x) if deOP is an outer function. An
outer function cD in [(D)]' is called normalized if 1(0) is non-negative Hermitian.
If both 4D and 'I' are outer functions in [(D)]', then it can be easily seen that the
product (4'J' is also an outer function in [Af(D)]9><.
It seems to be useful to state some further properties of outer functions, which were
proved by Arov [1] and which we will use in the following.
Lemma 1.

(a) If 4 is an outer function in [(113))x, then det 4 does not vanish in 113 and
4_1 is an outer function in [.N.(113))]
as well.
[
,V
(113)]9
x
q be such that det4 does not vanish in D. If tI
(b) Let 4 E
also
belongs to [.AI(D)]x, then both functions
in [()]9X q.

and c1 are necessarily outer functions
-
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2. On some interrelations between outer functions
in the Smirnov class and functions of the Potapov class
Throughout this section, let m be a positive integer, and let J be an m x m signature
matrix, i.e., J belongs to cmxm and satisfies as well J = as J 2 = I. A matrix
A E C tmm is called J-contractive if J > A* JA. If A E C m> " even satisfies A * JA = J,
then A is said to be J-unitary. We will work with the Potapov class J (D), i.e., the set
of all m x m matrix-valued functions W which satisfy the following three conditions:
(1) W is meromorphic in D.
(ii) The function det W does not vanish identically in D.
(iii) For each z which belongs to the set fflIw of all points of analyticity of W, the
matrix W(z) is J-contractive.
The Potapov class 3 j (D) is a subclass of [NM(D)] mxm (see, e.g., [12: Corollary 2]).
In particular, every function W which belongs to q3j(D) has radial boundary values
.A-a.e. on T. If W E q3 3 (11) satisfies W J W = J
) - a.e. on ¶', then W is said to
be a J-inner function.
In the following, let us mainly concentrate on the (p + q) x (p + q) signature matrix
pq :=diag(Ip ,—Iq ) .

(3)

If we will consider a function W which belongs to the Potapov class 9g3 Jpq (It)), then let
w121

(4)

- Lw21 w22j

be the block partition of W where W11 is a p x p block. Observe that every J-inner
function W admits a pseudocontinuation W# (into IE). For each z E IE which fulfills
1/T E 11w and det W(11) 54 0, this pseudocontinuation W# admits the representation
W#(z) = J[W(11)] J. In particular, if W is a J pq -inner function, then all the matrixvalued functions W11 , W12 , W21 and W22 admit pseudocontinuations (into E).
The following lemma, which can be traced back to [8, 9, 16), will be useful for our
further considerations.

Lemma 2. Let W e T j,, (D). Then det W22 does not vanish identically, and
S11 =W11- v12 w2 1 v21
I T17
- TX)
21
2l
'22

S12:= W12 W;1
C'

T17l
'22 := yr22

are matrix-valued Schur functions, whereby 512 and 521 are even strictly contractive. If
W is even a jpq -inner function, then det W11 does not vanish identically and
S12 = (T,4T#yll,flf#
21'

S21 = _ T (W)',

S11 = (l4T

)'.

(5)

Now we want to discuss certain matrix-valued functions built from a function which
belongs to the Potapov class Ti,, (D). First we state a characterization of the subclass
of all outer functions which belong to
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Theorem 1. Let W E ¶ j , q (1I3)• Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) W is an outer function in

(ii) S11 :

- W12 W2 1 W21 is an outer function in S(D), and W22 belongs

to [AI(D)].

A proof of Theorem 1 can be easily obtained combining [5: Theorem 2] and Lemma
1. We omit the details.
Theorem 2. Let W E Ti,, (D). Then:
(a) For each f E S
to Sqxq(D).

9 (D), g := (I+W2 W21 f) is an outer function which belongs

(b) For each f E Spxq(ll3), the function det(W22 +W21 f) does not vanish identically
and Q := (W22 + W21 f)'(W22 - W21 f) belongs to Cq(113)).
(c) For each f E Spxq(ID), the function (W22 + W21 f)

belongs to [H2(1D)]x.

Proof. Lemma 2 shows that det W22 does not vanish identically and that as well
:= W 1 as S21 := —W'W21 are matrix-valued Schur functions where S 21 is
strictly contractive. Let f E Spxq(D). Then h := S21 f is a strictly contractive q x q
Schur function. Hence det(Iq + h) and det(Iq - h) nowhere vanish in II): Applying a
result due to Arov [1] (see also [13: Corollary 1]), we then obtain that (I + h) and
- h) are outer functions which belong to Sqxq(D). In particular, part (a) is verified.
Since h is strictly contractive the identities
522

W22 + W21 f

= W22 (I - h)

and

W22 - W21 f

= W22 (I + h)

(6)

imply that det(W22 + W21 f) does not vanish identically and that the representation
(7)
holds, which shows that ci belongs to Cq (D) (see, e.g., [10: Proposition 2.1.21). Moreover,
the first identity in (6) implies that G := (W22 + W21 f)' satisfies C (I - h)-'S22Hence we see that, as product of the outer function (I - h) and the q x q Schur
function S22 , the function C belongs to [(D)] x. Since W has j,,-contractive values
we get from a result due to Potapov [18] (see also [10: Theorem 1.3.3]) that W' has
jpq contractive values as well. Thus W22 W 2 - W21 W 1 ^: I and therefore
i -

s21 s;, = I - w' w21 w2 w' w w2.

Since the p x q Schur function f has contractive values, we obtain 521 S ^! S2iff S2 1 =
hh* . Using (7) and the first identity in (6), then it follows
Reci = Re[(I - h) — '(I + h)]
h)'[(J + h)(I —h) + (I - h)(I•+ h)](I _.h)*

= (I - h)—'(I - hh)(I -
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2 (I - h) - '(1 - S21S 1 )(I - h)
2 ( W22 + W21 f)'( W22 + W2 1 f)
= GG.

Hence the corresponding radial boundary values fulfill the inequality
Re g 2

(9)

A-a.e. on T. Since ci belongs to C q (ll3)) we know from [13: Lemma 4] that Re Q belongs
to [L(T)]x. Thus the inequality ( 9) implies that G belongs to [C 2 (T)]9 ,. The
application of the maximum modulus principle for the Smirnov class (see, e.g., [11:
Theorem 2.11]) then shows that G belongs to [H2(ll3)jx

In view of Lemma 2, the following theorem can be verified analogously to the proof
of Theorem 2. We will omit the details.

Theorem 3. Let WE q3jpq (D). Then:
(a) For each g E Sqxp(D), h:= (I+gW12 W2 1 ) is an outer function which belongs
to Sqxq(ID).
(b) For each g E Sqxp(D), the function det(W22 + 9 W12) does not vanish identically
and ci := ( W22 - 9W12 )( W22 + 9Wj2 ) belongs to Cq(D).
(c) For each g E Sqxp(ID), the function ( W22 + gW12 )

belongs to [H2()]x.

In the case that the given function W is even a j pq -inner function, the pseudocontinuability of W yields the possibility to verify two further results comparable with
Theorems 2 and 3. The corresponding proofs can be obtained similarly to the proof of
Theorem 2.

Theorem 4. Let W be a j pq -inner function. Then:
(a) For each I E Spxq(ll3), g := (I + fW(W)_ 1 ) is an outer function which
belongs to S(D).
(b) For each f ESpxq(ID), the function det ( W +f W ) does not vanish identically,
and ci :=(W1 —fW)(W +fW)' belongs toC(D).
(c) For each f E Spxq(ID), the function (W + fW' belongs to [H2(lD)]'"P.

Theorem 5. Let W be a jpq -inner function. Then:
(a)

For each g E Sqxp(D),

h := (I + (W)_ 1 Wg)is an outer function which

belongs to S(D).
(b) For each gES q x p ( ll), the function det(W+Wg) does not vanish identically,
and ci := (W + Wg)'(W - Wg) belongs to C(D).
(c) For each 9 E Sqxp(D), the function (1'V 1

+ W2

g)' belongs to [H2(ll3))]1'<1'.
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3. Particular subclasses of j pq -inner functions
If J is an m x in signature matrix, then a function W which belongs to q3j(11)) is called
to be of Smirnov type (respectively, inverse Smirnov type) if W (respectively, W')
belongs to [N+(D)Jmxm. A J-inner function which is as well of Smirnov type as of
inverse Smirnov type is said to be Arov-singular. The aim of this section is to give
necessary and sufficient conditions for the situation that a given function which belongs
to the Potapov class ¶JJj pq (113)) is of Smirnov type (respectively, inverse Smirnov type),
where i,q is the (p + q) x (p + q) signature matrix defined by (3). In particular, we will
focus our attention to j,,-inner functions. First we are going to study characterizations
via the block structure. Hereby, we continue to use the block partition (4) of W where
W11 is a p x p block. A j pq -inner function W is Arov-singular if and only if both
functions W and W' belong to [JV(1l3))](P+)x(P+). By virtue of Theorem 1 and
Lemma 1, we thus get that a given j pq -inner function W is Arov-singular if and only
if S11 := W11 - W12 W'W21 is an outer function in S(D) and W22 belongs to
Now we will characterize the subclass of all functions which belong to Tj,, (D) and
which are of Smirnov type.

Theorem 6. Let W E Tj,, (113))• Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i)
(ii)

W is of Smrnov type.
W22 is outer in [AI(D)]x.

(iii)

W' is outer in Sqxq(D).

(iv)

For each f E Spxq(ll3)), W22 + W21 f is outer in [jV(113))]x9.

(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)

For some fo E Spxq(ll3)), W22 + W21 f0 is outer in [J4 ()]x.
is outer in [H2(113))]x.
For each I E Spxg(ID), ( W22 + W21 f)
For some fo E Spxq(ID), ( W22 + W21 f0 ) — ' is outer in [H2(D)]9x
For each g E Sqxp(ID), W 22 + 9W12 is outer in [Ar+(D)]qxq.
For some g o e Sqxp(ll3)), W22 + 90W12 is outer in [f(fl3))]qXq
For each g E Sqxp(D), ( W22 + gW12 ) is outer in [H2(D)]x.
For some g o e Sqxp(D), (I'V22 + 9 0 W12 )' is outer in [Hl(113))]x

Proof. Our proof is organized as follows:
(x)
(i)
(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

*

JL

*
(v)

(xi)

(ii)

(iiz)
(iv)

.'

(vi)

(ii) and (ii)
(i)
(iii): These equivalences are proved in [5: Theorem 2].
(iv) . (vi) and (v)
(vii): Apply part (c) of Theorem 2 and part (a) of Lemma 1.
(ii) =. (iv): Let f E Spxq(fl3). From Theorem 2 we know that := I + WW21f
is an outer function which belongs to [H00(D)]x. Since the product of two outer
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functions which belong to [g()JX is outer as well we see from W22 + W21 f = W22qf
that (ii) implies (iv).
(iv) = (v) and (viii) = (ix) are trivial.
(v) . (ii): Suppose (v). According to part (a) of Theorem 2, := I + W' W21 Jo
. Thus Lemma 1 shows that is an
is an outer function that belongs to [H(D)]
outer function in [A1+(ID)]". Then the identity W22 = ( W22 + W21 f0 )Jr' yields (ii).
(viii)

(x) and (ix) i (xi): Apply part (c) of Theorem 3 and part (a) of Lemma

1.
(ii) = (viii): Let g E Sqxp(li). From Theorem 3 we know that b := I + 9W12W'
is an outer function which belongs to [H00(fl3)}x. In view of W22 +gW,2 6W22 thus
we obtain that (viii) is necessary for (ii).
(ix) = (ii): Suppose (ix). Part (a) of Theorem 3 yields that 6 := I + 90 W1 2 W1 is
an outer function which belongs to [H00(D)x. Thus part (a) of Lemma 1 shows that
6 is an outer function in [Ar()]9x. Hence we get from W22 = 9'(W22 + 90W12)
that (ii) follows from (ix) I
Now we turn our attention to the subclass of all functions which belong to Ti,, (D)
and which are of inverse Smirnov type. We recall a first characterization of these
functions.
Theorem 7. Let W E q3 jpq (D). Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) W is of inverse Smirnov type.
(ii) W,, - W12 W'W21 is outer in S(D).

(iii) (1411' — 14'12 W2 ' W21 )' is outer in

[)V+(ll))]PXP.

A proof of Theorem 7 is given in [5: Theorem 2]. If we study, jpq-inner functions

W, then we obtain further equivalent conditions.

Theorem 8. Let W be a j pq . inner function. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(1) W is of inverse Smirnov type.
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)

For each I E Spxq(D), 14T +
For some

fW,

is outer in [J4(D)1".

fo E Spxq(lD), 1'V, + f0 W is outer in [N(D)]'"P.

For each I E Spxq(IIJ), (W,
For some fo E Spxq(D),

+ fW)'

is outer in [H2(D)]PXP.

('W.#.+ f0 W,' is outer in [H2(D)]PXP

For each g E Sqxp(ID), W 1 + 14T2 g is outer in [A(+(D)]PXP.
For some g o E s9

(D), W, + Wgo is outer in [.AI(D)]"'.

For each g E Sqxp(D), (W + M'g) is outer in [H2(D)j"'.
For some go E Sqxp(1ri), (14T1 + 1'go)' is outer in [H2(D)]PXP
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Proof. Taking into account Theorem 7, our proof is organized as follows:
(ii)
(vii)

(viii)

(v)
*

(vi)

(iv)

(x)

JL

(i)
=

=

V

(xi)

(ix)

(iii)

(iv) s(vi) and (v) z(vii): Apply part (c) of Theorem 4 and part (a) of Lemma 1.
(ii) = (iv): Let f € Spxq(D). From Theorem 4 we know that 0 :=
W1 2
is an outer function which belongs to [H(ll3)]PxP. From Lemma 2 we see
W1

+fW1

=

=

(

W 1 - W1WW21)

and hence, in view of (ii), that W1 + I W 2 is the product of two outer functions which
belong to [J'f+(D)]<". Thus (iv) holds true.
(iv) =. (v) and (viii) = (ix): These implications are obvious.
(v) = (ii): Suppose that (v) is valid. By virtue of part (a) of Theorem 4, the function
:= I + fo W(W)_ 1 is an outer function that belongs to [A1+(D)]xP. Using (v),
Lemma 1, the identity
W11 - W12 W 1 W21 = ( W1_#1 I

=

(

W1

+

I V)

and Lemma 2, we obtain then (ii).
(xi): Apply part (c)of Theorem 5 and part (a) of Lemma
(viii)
(x) and (ix)
1.
(viii): Let g E Sqxp(ll3). From Theorem 5 we know that 5 := I+(W1)_1 W'#1 g
(iii)
is an outer function which belongs to [H 2 (D)]r. In view of Lemma 2, we have
V

+ W1 9 = W = ( W11 - W12W'W21)16.
Thus (viii) is necessary for (iii).
(ix) =* (iii): Let (ix) be satisfied. Since we know from part (a) of Theorem 5 that
:=, I + (W) — 'Wgo is an outer function which belongs to [H°°(D)]'"<P. Thus
Lemma 1 shows that EY' is an outer function in [Af+(D)]PXP. Hence (iii) follows from

( W11 - w12 w;'w21 )_' = W = ( W1#1+ W90)0—'1
In our further considerations we are going to study an other type of characterization of the particular subclasses of )qq -inner functions which is closely related to the
so-called ADD-parametrization of j qq -inner functions (see [15]). For our aims in this
paper, we need only parts of the ADD-parametrization. For this reason, we will not
recall a complete description of the ADD-parametrization, but we will restrict our attention to the following notion which was introduced in [15]. An ordered pair [4, W] of
functions which belong to [H 2 (D)]" is called left (respectively, right) connected pair
if there is an inner q x q Schur function V such that 'F = V
of
holds true -a.e. on T. Every such function V is said to be an
(respectively, T =
inner function which realizes this left (respectively, right) connection of [c1, 'F].
A useful property of left and right connected pairs of [H2()]xfunctions is their
pseudocontinuability:
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Proposition 1. If[4), 'P] is a left (respectively, right) connected pair of[H2(D)j)<.
functions, and if V is an inner q x q Schur function which realizes this left (respectively,
right) connection, then 4) and 'I' admit pseudocontinuaiions 4) # and t11#, respectively,
which satisfy
'P = V4) # and 4) = 'P # V

(respectively, 'P = 4)#V and 4) = VW#)

A proof of Proposition 2 is given in [15: Proposition 2.31. Note that the function V
is unique if the function det 4) (or the function det'P) does not vanish identically in D
(see [ 15: Lemma 2.5)). In order to prepare further characterizations of the subclasses
Of j qq inner functions considered above we introduce convenient subclasses of connected
pairs of [H2(D))

DefInition 1. Let [4), 'P] be a left connected or a right connected pair of [H2(D))<Q
functions. The pair [ cF,W] is called to be of Smirnov type (respectively, of inverse
Smirnov type) if 4) (respectively, 'P) is an outer function (in [H2(D)]x).
Remark 1. From [15: Remark 2.21 it is clear that [4), 'Pj is a left connected pair
of [H2(D))xfunctions of Smirnov type (respectively, of inverse Smirnov type) if and
only if ['F,4)] is a right connected pair of [H 2 (lD)] x -functions of inverse Smirnov type
(respectively, of Smirnov type).
Remark 2. If [4),'P] is a left (or right) connected pair of [H 2 (D)] QX7 -functions of
Smirnov type or inverse Smirnov type, then one can easily see that the functions det 4)
and det 'P do not vanish identically.
If W is a jqq -inner function, then the pair [4),, 'F,] given by
( W22 + W21 )'

'P 1 := (W + W1)'
turns out to be a (well-defined) left connected pair of [H 2 (D)] x -functions (see 115:
and

Section 5]). It is said to be the left connected pair of [H2(D)]xfunctions generated by
W. Similarly, the pair [4),., 'Pr) constructed from an arbitrary J,,-inner function W via
\1
I .
and.
11 + TA1#\-1
VY21)
'22 + TAT
12)
''r .2
(D)]
Qx
is a (well-defined) right connected pair of [H
-functions (see [15: Section 5])
which is called the right connected pair of [H 2 (D)] x -functions generated by W.
The following theorem shows how one can use these two pairs of [H2()]x
functions in order to describe the situation that a given j qq -inner function is of Smirnov
type and of inverse Smirnov type, respectively.
'Mr

(TX)

(TAT#
VV

Theorem 9. Let W be a j qq inner function. Further, let [4),, 'F,] and [4) r, 'Pr] be
the left connected pair and the right connected pair, respectively, of[H2(1D)]x -functions
generated by W. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) W is of Smirnov type (respectively, of inverse Smirnov type).
(ii) [4),,'P,] is of Smirnov type (respectively, of inverse Smirnov type).
(iii) [4)r, 'F,.] is of Smirnov type (respectively, of inverse Smirnov type).
Proof. The constant function f : D —* C q,q with value 'q belongs to Sqxq(D).
Thus the application of Theorem 6 yields the asserted characterizations of jqq-inner
functions of Smirnov type. Analogously, Theorem 7 provides the other equivalence I
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Observe that Theorem 9 shows that the singular q x q Carathéodory function which
occurs in the ADD-parametrization of a given j qq -inner function W has no influence
whether it is of Smirnov type or of inverse Smirnov type. Furthermore, it is obvious
from Theorem 9, how any j qq -inner function W can be characterized to be Arov-singular
by the left (respectively, right) connected pair of [ H 2 (D)J x -functions generated by W.

4. A modification of an inner-outer factorization theorem
The goal of this section is to work out a Smirnov class version of the inner-outer factorization theorem for the class [H2(D)]x (see, e.g., Masani [17]). For this purpose we
need the following result which goes back to Arov 131.

Proposition 2. For each E e [(fl)]qXq there are a function V E [H—(D)19 ,
and an outer function E H°°(D) such that E = V, where E is an outer function (in
lb
[A((D)j) if and only if V is an outer function in [H(D)]Q)<.
To treat the uniqueness aspect of the desired factorization we will use the following

Lemma 3. Let V1 and V2 be inner q x q Schur functions, and let 4),and 4D2 be
outer functions in [N(ll3)]x.
(a) If V1 1 1 = V4' 2 , then there is a unitary q x q complex matrix A such that
V1 = V2 A t and = A2.
(b) If ' 1 V1 = 2 V2 , then there is a unitary q x q complex matrix B such that
V1 = BV2 and = 2B.
Proof. Using Proposition 2 we can choose outer functions L and A2 in [H0o(]D)9x
and outer functions W, and W2 in H°°(113) such that
= --- L 1 and 4 2 =
The
[H2(D)]x.
function 0 := V1 ( 2 L 1 ) obviously belongs to
Assume V11 V22.
Then 0 admits the representation 0 := V2 (p i L 2 ), and we have ()*() =
(
2)*() A-a.e. on T. Using part (b) of Theorem 10, we see that there is a
unitary q x q complex matrix A such that 2 A 1 = Aço 1 L 2 and V1 = V2 A'. Thus
= A 2 . Part (a) is proved. Part (b) can be verified analogously U
Now we are able to prove the announced inner-outer factorization in the Smirnov
class.

Theorem 10. Let 0 € [,V+(D)l
identically in D. Then:

be such that the function det 0 does not vanish

(a) There is a unique inner q x q Schur function V and a unique normalized outer
function 'I E [(fl3)]9X such that 0 = V&
(b) There is a unique Inner q x q Schur function U and a unique normalized outer
(D)lq Iq such that 0 = 'FU.
function 'F € [

Proof. According to Proposition 2 there exist a normalized outer function in
a function E E [H (D)] such that 0 = 1-E. From the inner-outer
factorization theorem for the Hardy class [H2 ( ,)j cx q (see, e.g., [17]) we see then that
there are a unique inner q x q Schur function V and a unique normalized outer function
H°°(113) and
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such that E = VA. Consequently, 0 = V 1 A. Using again Proposition
2 we get that I :=
is a normalized outer function in
which satisfies
0 = V. The uniqueness of this representation follows immediately from Lemma 3.
Thus part (a) is verified. Part (b) can be proved analogously I
[H 2 (D)1

Corollary 1. Let E) E [AfM(fi3)]

x q be such that

det® does not vanish identically.

(a) Let L be a smallest left denominator of 0. Then there are a unique inner q x q
Schur function V and a unique normalized outer function (D in [Ar+ ( D )] qlq such that
0 = L'V'. In particular, L and V have no common non-constant inner left divisor.
(b) Let L and V be inner q x q Schur functions, and let be an outer function in

[Ar+ (D)j q,q such that L'V. Then L is a left denominator

of 9. The functions
L and V have no common non-constant inner left divisor if and only if L is a smallest
left denominator of 0.

Proof. Since L is a left denominator of 0, the function C L0 belongs to
[Af(D)]x. Then we know from Theorem 10 that there are a unique inner function V E Sqxq(ll3) and a unique normalized outer function 1 € [Ar(D)Qx such that
LO = V4. Hence the assertion stated in (a) follows. From 0 = L' V' we get
L0 = V E [(Ji3)]X, i.e., L is a left denominator of 0. Consequently, we have
L = XL with some inner q x q Schur function X. Thus we obtain
L'V = 0 =

= L'X1V

and therefore XV = V. Then the application of Lemma 3 shows that thereis a
unitary q x q complex matrix A such that XV = VA, i.e., X is a left inner divisor of V.
If L and V have no common non-constant left inner divisor, then we get from L = XL
and XV = VA that X is a constant function (with unitary value), i.e., L is a smallest
left denominator of 0. Conversely, if L is a smallest left denominator of 0, then the
application of part (a) completes the proof I
Analogously to Corollary 1 the following result can be checked.

Corollary 2. Let 0 E [JVM(D)19x9 be such that det 0 does not vanish identically.
(a) Let R be a smallest right denominator of 0. Then there are a unique inner
q x q Schur function U and a unique normalized outer function I1 in such
that B = 'I'UR'. In particular, R and U have no common non-constant inner right
divisor.
(b) Let .11 and U be inner q x q Schur functions, and let 'I' be an outer function in
[A(+(D)]q,q such that 0 = 'I'UR. Then R is a right denominator of E). The functions
R and U have no common non-constant inner right divisor if and only if R is a smallest
right denominator of 0.

Now we turn our attention to such denominators of [g M(ll3)]-functions which
produce outer matrix-valued functions.
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Lemma 4. Let 0 E
(a) Let V be a left (respectively, right) denominator of 0 such that 'I' := VEJ
(respectively, 4) := ®V) is an outer function in [Jf(D)]x. Then V is a smallest left
(respectively, smallest right) denominator of 0.
(b) Let V be a smallest left (respectively, smallest right) denominator of 0. Then
'F := V® (respectively, 4) := ®V) is an outer function in [.IV+ (D)J qxq if and only if
detO does not vanish identically and ®' belongs to jV(D)]x.
Proof. (a): The function '.1' belongs to [A(+(D) I qxq Assume that Vv is a smallest
left denominator of 0. Then '1'v := V0 belongs to [ Ar+ (D) ]qlq as well. Since V and
Vv are inner q x q Schur functions we obtain
=
(10)
A-a.e. on T.

Since tF is an outer function in [J.4()1x we see from Theorem 10 the existence of
an inner q x q Schur function U such that 'Fv = UT. Thus it follows
'F = U'F .

(11)

'F=V®=rVV'Fv.

(12)

On the other hand, we have
Since 'I' is an outer function the identity (10) shows that det T V does not vanish identically in D. Hence comparing (11) and (12) we infer that
V=rU'Vv.

(13)

Because Vv is a smallest left denominator of 0 it follows that U 1 is an inner q x q
Schur function. Since U is also an inner q x q Schur function we can conclude that U
is a constant function with unitary value. The minimality of Vv and (13) then imply
that V is a smallest left denominator of 0. The case that V is a right denominator of
0 such that 4) is an outer function in [!4(D)]9 can be treated analogously.
(b): First assume that 'F is an outer function in [g(D)]x. Then the functions

det 'F and det 0 do not vanish identically in II), and 'F belongs to [N+(D)j'. Since
X+ (D) is an algebra over C we obtain from the representation 0 = 'F 'V that ®
belongs to [N(D)I>
Conversely, now assume that det 0 does not vanish identically in ID and that ®
belongs to [J+(ID)]. Using Theorem 10 we see that there are an outer function E in
[A(+(D)]qxq and an inner q x q Schur function VA such that 0' = EVA. Since detEE
does not vanish in ID, it follows
(14)
= VA ®.
[(D)]x,
is
an
outer
function
in
we
thus
see
that
Because E (and therefore
there is a left denominator of 0, namely VA, such that VA® is an outer function in
According to part (a) this left denominator VA is necessarily a smallest
one. Since V is a smallest left denominator of 0, the function W := VV' is a constant
function with unitary value. Moreover, we get from (14) that 'F = V® = W'. Since
is an outer function thus it is clear that I1 is an outer function. Hence the asserted
equivalence is verified. The other case can be proved analogously I
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5. Aspects of left and right connected pairs of [H2(D)]9X
functions
Our first goal of our further considerations is a characterization of the situation that
a left or right connected pair of Smirnov type (respectively, of inverse Smirnov type)
[I 'Fl exists if the [ H 2 ()] x -function 4 is given. Recall that we already know that in
this case the matrix-valued functions 4 and 'P necessarily admit pseudocontinuations
(see Proposition 2).
Proposition 3. Let 4 E [H'(D)] q ' q be such that det -11 does not vanish identically

in D. Suppose that 4 admits a pseudocontinuation 4fr Then the following statements
are equivalent:
(i) There is a function 'P E [H 2 (D)j
such that [II', 'F] is a left connected pair of
inverse Smirnov type.
(ii) There is a function 'P E [H 2 (1D)] < " such that [4, 'F] is a right connected pair
Of inverse Smirnov type.
(iii) There is a function 'F E [H 2 (D) jqxq such that ['P,4] is a left connected pair of
Smirnov type.
(iv) There is a function 'P e [H 2 (D)J qxq such that ['P, cI] is a right connected pair
of Smirnov type.

(v) (#)-' E [(D)]x.
Proof. (i) = (v) (respectively, (ii) =' (v)): From (i) (respectively, (ii)) and Remark
2 we see that 'P is an outer function in [g(D). Hence 'P belongs to
as well. Lemma 2.5 in [15) shows that V := 'P(#)_1 (respectively, V := ( 4 # ) -1 'P) is
an inner q x q Schur function. Since H+(D) is an algebra over C, the identity (#y' =
'P'V (respectively, (4#) = VT - 1 ) provides (v).
(v) = (i) (respectively, (v) =. (ii)): According to Theorem 10 we get from (v) that
there is an outer function E E [jV+(D)I qxq and an inner q x q Schur function V such
that (#)-1 = EV (respectively, ( cI # )
= Vs). Then 'F :=
' is also an outer
function in [A(+(D)]q Xq which satisfies 'P = V44 (respectively, 'P = 4#V) . Thus we
can conclude that V is a left (respectively, right) denominator of #. Consequently,
Proposition 2 in [15] yields (i) (respectively, (ii)).
(i) ' (iv) and (ii)
(iii): Use Remark 1 I
In view of Lemma 2.5 in [15] and Proposition 1 we introduce the following notions.
Definition 2. Let [4,'F] be a left (respectively, right) connected pair of[H2(D)]x
functions. Suppose that the function det 4 does not vanish identically in D. Let V be the
(unique) inner q x q Schur function which realizes the left (respectively, right) connection
of[,'P).
(a) The pair [4,'P] is called minimal if V is a smallest right (respectively, left)
denominator of 'P#.
(b) The pair [4,'P] is said to be cominimal if V is a smallest left (respectively, right)
denominator of

P.
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From Remark 2 in [15] we see immediately the following
Remark 3. The pair [4), 'I') is a minimal left (respectively, minimal right) connected
pair of [H 2 (D)] 9x - functions if and only if [ %P,4)] is a cominimal right (respectively,
cominimal left) connected pair of [H2(1D)]xfurjctjons.
Proposition 4. Let [4), 'P] be a left or right connected pair of [H2(D)Jx -functions.
Suppose that det 4) does not vanish identically in D. Let V be the inner q x q Schur
function which realizes this left or right connection, respectively. Further, let 4) and T.
be outer functions that belong to [H2(D)]x, and let 4) i and %P i be inner q x q Schur
functions such that 4) = 4),4), and 'I' = 'I''Ji 0 (respectively, 4) = 4)4) and 'I' =
Then the following statements hold true:
(a) [4), ''} is a minimal left or minimal right connected pair of [H 2 (D)]functions
if and only if V and (D i have no common non-constant inner right or left divisor, respectively.
-

(b) [4), Pj is a comznimal left or cominzmal right connected pair of [H2(lD)]
functions if and only if V and %P i have no common non-constant inner left or right
divisor, respectively.
Proof. (a): We will consider that case that [4), 'I'] is minimal left connected pair
of [H2(D)jxfunctions. Using Proposition 1 we have 'I'# = 4)V' = 4) 0 4) 1 V 1 . From
part (b) of Corollary 2 we get immediately the asserted equivalence. The case that [4),
is a minimal right connected pair of [H2(lD)]xfunctions can be proved similarly.
(b): Use part (a) and Remark 3 U
Lemma 5.
(a) Every left or right connected pair of [H 2 (D)] x -functions of Smirnov type is
necessarily minimal.
(b) Every left or right connected pair of [H'(D)] qlq
of inverse Smirnov
type is necessarily cominimal.

Proof. (a): Let [4), '1'] be a left connected pair of [H 2 (ID)] XqfUfljfl, and let V be
the inner q x q Schur function which realizes this connection. According to Proposition
1, we have 4) = 1J! # V. Assume that [4), 'I'] is a pair of Smirnov type, i. e., that 4) is an
outer function in [H2(ID)]x. Then Remark 2 and Lemma 4 show that V is a minimal
right denominator of I1#, i. e., the pair [(D, 'I') is minimal. The case that [4), P] is a right
connected pair of [H2(ID)[functions can be treated analogously.
(b): Use part (a) and Remarks 1 and 3 I
Proposition 5. Let [4), 'Pj be a left or right connected pair of [H2()]xfuncjjons
such that det 4) does not vanish identically.
(a) Let the pair [4), q'] be minimal. Then [4),
1q.
('F # )
belongs to

'F]

is of Smirnov type if and only if

(b) Let the pair [4), 'F] be cominimal. Then [4), 'F] is of inverse Smirnov type if and
only if (4)#) 1 belongs to [g()]xQ

Proof. (a): Assume that [4), 'I'] is a left connected pair of [H2(D)[xfuuctions
which is minimal. Let V be the (unique) inner q x q Schur function which realizes this
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left connection. Then V is a minimal right denominator of 'P#. In view of Proposition
1, we have 4' ='P # V. Thus we obtain from Lemma 4 that [4', 'I'] is of Smirnov type
if and only if (tP#)-' belongs to [V(D)]xQ. The case that [4','P) is a right connected
pair of [Hz(1)]xfuflctjons can be treated similarly.
(b): Use part (a) and Remarks 1 and 31
We have not characterized all left (respectively, right) connected pairs which are
minimal as well as cominimal. What can be said about the existence of cominimal pairs
which are not minimal? The following example gives an affirmative answer to the last
question.

Example 1. Let 4', be an outer function of H2(D) \ {O} which admits a pseudocontinuation 4' such that there exists a non-constant smallest (left) denominator L of
4. Then 4' := 4' 0 L is a pseudocontinuable function which belongs to H2(ID)\{0}. Let
V be a smallest (left) denominator of 4'#, and let 'P := V4' # . Then [4', 'Il ] is a left
connected pair of H 2 (D)-functions which is cominimal and not minimal.
Indeed, the definition of 4' and 'P implies that [4), 'I'] is a left connected pair of
H2 (D)-functions and V is the unique inner function which realizes this left connection.
The cominimality follows directly from the fact that V is a smallest left denominator
of 4)4. From the definition of 4', we get 4'#= L'4'. Then it follows L4' # =
=
L'AA 0 , i.e., L2 is a left denominator of 4)#. In view of the fact that V is a smallest
left denominator of 4)4, there is an inner function X E S11 (D) such that L 2 = XV.
This implies that L und V have common non-constant inner divisors. From Proposition
1, we get P#V = 4' and finally 'P # = 4' 0 LV'. By virtue of part (b) of Corollary 2,
we get that V is not a smallest right denominator of tP#, i. e., the pair [4','P] is not
minimal.

6. Carathéodory functions generated by a j qq -inner function
If W is a j qq -inner function, then both functions
:= (W22 + W21 )'(W22 - W21 )

and

r : (W22 - W12 )(W22 + Wi2)_'

are (well-defined) q x q Carathéodory functions (see 115: Propositions 5.1 and 5.2]).
These functions ci, and cir, which are called the left q x q Carathéodory function and
the right q x q Caraihéodory function, respectively, generated by W, play an essential
role in the context of ADD-parametrization of j qq -inner functions (see 1151). From
Propositions 5.4 and 5.5 in [15] we know that these q x q Carathéodory functions Il,
and ci r necessarily admit pseudocontinuations and that the identities
cl1 +cz=24' 1 4'r=2wr 1P,

and

cir+1l=24'4'r2'Pr'P

are satisfied where [4',, 'P,] and [4'r, 'P r ] are the left and right connected pairs of
[H2(1D)Jfunctions, respectively, generated by the given jqq -inner function W. Since
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the functions det 1, and det 'r do not vanish identically i n D, the functions det(ci,+clr)
and det(ci,. + l) do not vanish identically in U) as well. Thus, in view of Theorems 2.1
and 2.2 in [11], it is readily checked that ci, and ci, are q x q Carathéodory functions
of finite entropy. A q x q Carathéodory function ci is said to be of finite entropy if

_

j

log[det(Re )]d >

-00.

If ci 1 and ci2 are arbitrary pseudocontinuable q x q Carathéodory functions of finite
entropy, then Theorem 6.8 in [15] gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the case
that the set Içj, ,ç 2 of all j,,,-inner functions W such that 9 1 and 112 are the left and
right q x q Carathéodory functions, respectively, generated by W is non-empty. The goal
of our following considerations is to study the problem of the existence of a function W
which belongs to particular subclasses of j,,-inner functions and which satisfies ci, = cii
and fZr = ci 2 . Hereby, note that a q x q Schur function f is said to be of finite entropy
if
log[det(I - L f s )]dA > -00.
The formulation of Theorem 6.8 in [15], already mentioned above, contains the description of the case 10 ,n, 0 0 in terms of the existence of inner q x q Schur functions which
satisfy some identities. However, its proof additionally yields an explicit interrelation
between functions which belong to 10 1 ,0 2 and these inner q x q Schur functions, which
is the following

f

Theorem 11. Let 1l and 112 be q x q Carathéodory functions of finite entropy.
Suppose that both functions ci and 112 admit pseudocontinuations. Then the functions
f' := (I - Il i )(I + 11I)' and 12 (I - f1 2 )(I + 112)' are pseudocontinuable q x q
Schur functions of finite entropy. In particular,

p i :=I—fi f, p2:=i-f2f2#, a i :=I—ff i , a2:=I—ff2
are functions whose determinants do not vanish identically. Let 0 1 and 02 be the unique
normalized outer left spectral factors of p i and p, respectively, and let 0 1 and 02 be
the unique normalized outer right spectral factors of a, and '2, respectively.

W 0

is non-empty and W belongs to I0I,fl2 then c 2 := ^2 ' 2 1 and
(a) If
1(W11—W12W2W21) are inner qxq Schurfunctior&s which satisfy the identities

b2

fl
and

Il 121

w= [
(b)

If

.j

(15)

=c22 fp' 2 b2

. diag( p

2,)
P
.diag( b2, c

is non-empty and W belongs to 10fl3 then b 1

:= ( W11 - W12 WW21 )0' are inner q x q Schur functions which

12 = c 11 fp

1 bi

(16)

) .

0'W' and
fulfill

:=

(17)
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and
' , 01

[I

Ir] .

(18)

(c) If c2 and b2 are inner q x q Schur functions which satisfy (15), then W defined
by (16) belongs to and the representations c 2 = W2 'b and b2 = 0 1 (W11 W12 W2 'W21 ) of c2 and b2 hold true.
(d) If c 1 and b 1 are inner q x q Schur functions which satisfy (17), then W defined
by (18) belongs to and the representations c 1 = (W11 - W12 W'W21 )0' and
b 1 = 0 1 W2 ' of c 1 and b 1 hold true.
Proof. The representation (16) of W follows from the equations

( C202) - 'fl = fp2 '0 2 b2

and

0 2 b2 + f2 (c2 t,b2

'fi = P 2 ' 02b2

which are an immediate consequences of identity (15). The rest of the assertion stated
in parts (a) and (c) was already verified in the proof of Theorem 6.8 in [15]. Applying
Proposition 8 in [14], parts (b) and (d) can be proved analogously I
Using Theorem 11 we will be able to characterize the situation that the set
contains j qq -inner functions which are of Smirnov type and of inverse Smirnov type,
respectively.
Corollary 3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 11 be satisfied. Suppose that
is non-empty, and let W belong to I ,cj 2 . Then:
(a) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) W is a j qq -inner function of Smirnov type.
(ii) c2 :=

W

I' is a constant q x q Schur function with unitary value.

(iii) b 1 :=0 1 'W' is a constant q x q Schur function with unitary value.
(b) The following statements are equivalent:
(iv) W is a j qq . inner function of inverse Smirnov type.
(v) b2 := 0'(W11 - W12 W2
value.
(vi) c 1 := (W11 value.

W

W21 ) is a constant q x q Schur function with unitary

12 W^2 'W21)0 1

I

is a constant q x q Schurfunctionwith unitary

Proof. If 0 (respectively, ) is an outer function in [H00(ll3)]x9 and if b (respectively, c) is an inner q x q Schur function, then F := cbb (respectively, G := co) is also
an outer function in [H00 (D)j qxq if and only if b (respectively, c) is a constant q x q

Schur function (with unitary value) (see, e.g., [17]). Thus the combination of Theorem
2 in [ 5] and Theorem 11 yields the asserted equivalences I

Obviously, Corollary 3 can be used to characterize Arov-singular j qq -inner functions

W which belong to I, ,n2. Moreover, in view of Theorem 11 and Corollary 3, we

get immediately necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of functions which
belong to the considered subclasses of j qq -inner functions and which have prescribed
associated left and right q x q Carathéodory functions:
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Theorem 12. Let the assumptions of Theorem 11 be satisfied. Then:
(a) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) There is a j qq -inner function W of Smirnov type such that 0 1 and Q2 are the
left q x q Carathéodory function and the right q x q Carathéodory function,
respectively, generated by W.
(ii) There are an inner q x q Schur function b2 and a unitary q x q complex matrix
U 2 such that Ii = u202f6102b2.
(iii) There are an inner q x q Schur function c 1 and a unitary q x q complex matrix
u1 such that f2= ci14'Ifp11IuI.

(b) The following statements are equivalent:
(iv) There is a j qq -inner function W of inverse Smirnov type such that ii and f22 are
the left q x q Carathéodory function and the right q x q Carathéodory function,
respectively, generated by W.
(v) There are an inner q x q Schur function c2 and a unitary q x q complex matrix
V2 such

that fi = c22frp1ct,2v2.
(vi) There are an inner q x q Schur function b 1 and a unitary q x q complex matrix
v1 such that 12 = viifp1ibi.
(c) The following statements are equivalent:
(vii) There is an Arov-singular j qq -inner function W such that Q j and 0 2 are the
left q x q Carathéodory function and the right q x q Carathéodory function,
respectively, generated by W.
(viii)

(xi)

Ii

= u 210 2 f2# p 2 0 2 v2 for some unitary q x q complex matrices u2 and v2.

12

= v 11 fp* 1 u 1 , for some unitary q x q complex matrices

u1

and v1.
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